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The Exascale Era is Here
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Frontier at-a-glance

COMPUTE 
ENGINE
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MATRIX CORES 
ENHANCED FOR HPC

SPECIAL FP32 OPS FOR 
DOUBLE THROUGHPUT

▪ 1x Optimized 3rd Gen AMD EPYC™ CPU (64 core) 

▪ 4x AMD Instinct™ MI250X accelerators

⁃ Direct Attached to the NIC

▪ Coherent connectivity

⁃ Via Infinity Fabric™ interconnect

⁃ Tightly integrated

⁃ Unified memory space

▪ Deployed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

▪ HPE Slingshot Interconnect w/ 100 GB/s bandwidth

▪ 9,408 nodes in 74 HPE Cray EX cabinets

▪ 1.685 EF of peak double precision compute 
performance
⁃ Achieved 1.1 EF in 21 MW of power
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◢ We have an Exascale computer 

◢ What are we able to stay today ?

◢ What are the implications on extreme programming models and future designs?

◢ Agenda:

◢ Software and programming models on Frontier

◢ Coherent programming and easing ‘time to acceleration’

◢ Application Performance and Scalability
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HIP
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Programming in CUDA & HIP

__global__ void add(int n, double *x, double *y)

{

int index = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

int stride = blockDim.x * gridDim.x;

for (int i = index; i < n; i += stride)

{

y[i] = x[i] + y[i];

}

}

__global__ void add(int n, double *x, double *y)

{

int index = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

int stride = blockDim.x * gridDim.x;

for (int i = index; i < n; i += stride)

{

y[i] = x[i] + y[i];

}

}

KERNELS ARE SYNTACTICALLY IDENTICAL

CUDA VECTOR ADD HIP VECTOR ADD
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▪ 1x Optimized 3rd Gen AMD EPYC™ CPU (64 core) 

▪ 4x AMD Instinct™ MI250X accelerators

⁃ Direct Attached to the NIC

▪ Coherent connectivity

⁃ Via Infinity Fabric™ interconnect

⁃ Tightly integrated

⁃ Unified memory space
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CPU CODE GPU CODE COHERENT CODE

double* in_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);
double* out_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) //initialize
in_h[i] = …;

cpu_func(in_d, out_d, M);

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) // CPU-process
… = out_h[i];

double* in_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);
double* out_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);
hipMalloc(&in_d, Msize);
hipMalloc(&out_d, Msize);

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) //initialize
in_h[i] = …;

hipMemcpy(in_d,in_h,Msize);
gpu_func<< >>(in_d, out_d, M);
hipDeviceSynchronize();
hipMemcpy(out_h,out_d,Msize);

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) // CPU-process
… = out_h[i];

double* in_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);
double* out_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) //initialize
in_h[i] = …; 

gpu_func<< >>(in_h, out_h, M);
hipDeviceSynchronize();

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) // CPU-process
… = out_h[i];

• GPU memory allocation on Device
• Explicit memory management between CPU & GPU
• Synchronization Barrier
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• GPU memory allocation on Device
• Explicit memory management between CPU & GPU
• Synchronization Barrier

Operation MI250X (MCM)

Coherent access over 
Infinity Fabric

56 GB/s

COHERENT CODE

double* in_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);
double* out_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) //initialize
in_h[i] = …; 

gpu_func<< >>(in_d, out_d, M);
hipDeviceSynchronize();

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) // CPU-process
… = out_h[i];
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• Runtime knows it can omit copies and map clauses
• (Implicit) Synchronization Barrier

COHERENT CODE

double* in_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);
double* out_h = (double*)malloc(Msize);

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) //initialize
in_h[i] = …; 

#pragma omp requires unified_shared_memory
#pragma omp target
{
…
}

for (int i=0; i<M; i++) // CPU-process
… = out_h[i];
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◢ Frontier directly attaches AMD Instinct™ MI250x Accelerator to the Slingshot Network

◢ Minimize the role of the CPU in the control path

◢ Lowest latency for network message passing is from GPU HBM memory

◢ For example,

hipMalloc(&device_buffer, Msize);

init_data<< >>(device_buffer, Msize);  // launch GPU kernel

hipDeviceSynchronize();

MPI_Sendrecv(&device_buffer, Msize, MPI_FLOAT, … , MPI_COMM_WORLD, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);

◢ Requires: HPE Cray MPICH
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◢ High Performance Conjugate Gradient (HPCG)

◢ Solves the 3d Poisson equation (heat diffusion) via iterative solve (conjugate gradient)

◢ Sparse linear solver (SpMV), low arithmetic intensity

◢ Broadly representative of many HPC codes

◢ Memory bandwidth scaling (SpMV, Gauss-Seidel)

◢ MPI collectives (all-reduce) 

◢ MPI sendrecvs (halo exchange)

◢ Weak scaling benchmark

27-pt stencil
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◢ HPCG

◢ Weak scaling benchmark

◢ Nearly ideal scalability 

◢ From 1 -> 9000+ nodes

◢ Implemented via MPI

◢ HPE Cray MPI 

◢ Slingshot interconnect

◢ GPU-aware MPI

◢ Why does it scale well? 

◢ Low-latency

◢ Low tail-latency 
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◢ LLMs (large language models) are useful in a wide range of tasks, in some cases matching human capabilities

◢ Deep learning models are also being explored for scientific discovery, such as cancer research

◢ Training LLMs is a computationally intensive task:

◢ LaMDA (137 Billion parameters): trained in 51 days on 1024 TPUs

◢ GPT-3 (175 Billion parameters): trained in 34 days on 1024 A100s

◢ Number of parameters in the models is increasing at an exponential rate: Turing NLG was 17B in 2020

◢ 37,632 Frontier GPUs / 1024 = 36.75x the compute resources

◢ Perfect strong scaling: 51 days of training would become less than two days 

◢ This would be a disruptive change in capabilities for rapidly training and deploying ML/AI models
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◢ Transformer Network

◢ LLM, BERT-Large

◢ Network Bandwidth hungry

◢ Collective operations 

◢ RCCL

◢ ROCm Collective Communication Library

◢ Portability: API equivalent to NVIDIA NCCL

◢ Leverages HPE libfabric plugin 

NOT MPI standard compliant

◢ Nearly ideal scalability 

◢ Strong scaling (data + model parallelism)

Exascale systems are premier instruments for machine learning and AI research
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◢ Exascale computing is a paradigm shift in capability, not in programming models

◢ Traditional techniques of scientific computing (CUDA/HIP, OpenMP, MPI, etc.) are effective tools

◢ “MPI + X” is the most viable internode programming model and is a success story, particularly, “GPU-Aware MPI + X”

◢ The largest barrier to effectively leveraging exascale systems today is intranode programming 

◢ i.e., GPU-readiness

◢ Leveraging coherent programming can reduce the ‘time to acceleration’ 

◢ Performance portability is not a fool's errand!

◢ Exascale computers are an excellent platform for machine learning development

◢ Scale-out and strong scaling of state-of-the-art models could have significant impact

◢ The methods and approaches of scientific computing have an important role to play in machine learning discovery
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